
Using the Vertex Configuration Tool (VCT)  
through a Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

 
 
 

The VCT is required for initial configuration of the Vertex - "Caller ID for VoIP" device.  The VCT 
application can be run on a computer local to the network, or on a remote computer accessing 
the site using VPN.   
 
When DIP switch #1 located on the back of the Vertex is set down (OFF), the Vertex responds 
to any VCT commands and sends processed call data to a Broadcast IP address 
(255.255.255.255).  Any local computers running VCT will see the Broadcast packets.  
Computers accessing the network via VPN will not. 
 
For VPN access to the Vertex, set DIP switch #1 up (ON).  Once the VCT connects with the 
Vertex, the Vertex sends back all command responses and processed call records via Unicast 
to the IP address of the requesting computer.  Upon reboot, the Vertex sends out all data using 
a Broadcast IP, until the VCT connects again.   
 
 
 
Running VCT via VPN: 
 
1.  Determine IP address on Vertex.   
 Login to your router and look for the DHCP assignment of "Vertex-nnnn". 
 

NOTE:  If DHCP is turned off in your router, a known static IP would have to be previously 
assigned to the Vertex to use VCT through a VPN 

 
2.  Set DIP #1 UP on Vertex.  Reboot unit. 
 
3.  Run VCT. It will not be able to connect to the Vertex on startup. Defaults will be loaded. 
 
4.  In VCT, Select File/Location Manager. 
 
5.  Select "Create ".  Create new location and use IP address found in step #1. 
 
6.  Select "Connect". 
 
7.  Select File/Setup Wizard.  Continue until complete. 
 
8.  If your Caller ID application is Ethernet connected you must: 
 Select Tools/Reboot Unit.   
 The Vertex will return to the Broadcast mode to send call records to application. 
 
9.  If you need to access the unit again, simply use the Location Manager and connect. 
 Remember to Reboot unit once you are finished. 


